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SMUDGING Herbs



energetic purification
Protects against all evil
Brings blessings in love and money
good choice for home, workplace and bedroom

calming and soothing
tranquillity
attracts unconditional love
good choice for bedroom/sleeping/under pillow, meditation, anxiety

Blessings
energetic cleansing
eliminates negativity
good choice for light workers, home, workplace

Red Smudge 
Stick

Sage and dragon’s blood

Wild 
Lavender

Rosemary

Basic properties for various herbs you can choose from for smudging. These herbs have been 
used for centuries in the Far East, Middle East, Native North, and South American cultures. 



energetic protection
healing and purification
new home
good choice for purifying, clearing a new space

energetic protection
healing
removes negative energies
good choice for light workers or anyone in the healing modality

energetic purification
healing and love
delight the senses and the home
good choice for healing, clearing after arguments or flights, rebalance environment

drives out negative energies and thoughts
Brings changes and purifies the body
energetic purification
good choice for sleep, entity clearing, light workers

Cedar

Palo Santo

Yerba Santa

Mountain 
Sage



encourages pleasant dreams
helps for introspection
Protects during and astral travel
good choice for meditation, sleep

cleanses and purifies
healing
abundance and prosperity
good choice for energy clearing of the environment, home, workplace

Purifies the mind, body and spirit
deflects negativity and protects
sacred herb of the nature goddess
good choice for meditation, healing, light workers

Black Sage
Mugworth

Blue Sage

Yerba Santa

PART ONE

Happy Smudging!
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PROTECTIVE Crystals



PART ONE

CRYSTALS

Crystals That Protect You From Negative Energy

I never send back negative energy, instead I ask for the transmutation for all negative energy that 
was projected to be nullified.

a must! this stone is known for its ability to positively transfer form and “cleanse” negative energy. 
Black Tourmaline is considered to be one of the most powerful protectors in the crystal world, since 
it repels negative energy from the receiver and gives it back to the sender. tourmaline can also 
remove energy blocks or stagnancies, including anxiety, fear, and stress. it corresponds with the 
base (root) chakra, so keep it close to the lower half of the body to help ground your energy. this is 
a great stone to place near electronics, as well, which can zap energy. the transmutative properties 
of Black Tourmaline are very intense, and it is one of the most highly sought-after members of the 
tourmaline family.

This smooth, dark crystal is known to protect its owner from harmful spirits, psychic attacks, and 
black magic. it’s theorized to capture and ground negative influences, acting as a shield of sorts. 
Black Onyx resonates with the root, solar plexus, and third eye chakras; helping to ground energy, 
increase confidence, and enhance intuition.
Place it on or near the forehead during meditation to enhance the experience, strengthen the third 
eye and further protect it from attack. wear it on a necklace that reaches to the stomach to help heal 
ego-based fears and actions. this stone can ease environmental stresses and prevent the body 
from being drained of personal energy. this is a great stone for reiki masters, energy healers, and 
lightworkers to keep around the massage table.

Black 
Tourmaline

Black
Onyx
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although Jet is technically ancient petrified wood, it has powers of its own. this stone holds intense 
grounding properties. it can help its owner release unhealthy attachments, disconnect energetic 
cords, grudges, and ease grief. Jet protects against another’s negative thoughts, by preventing 
negative energy from infiltrating our own energy system. it’s associated with the root chakra due to 
its connection with wood; imbued with the ability to ground energy, ease anxiety, clear the mind, and 
ward off depression. this should be your go-to stone when you’re around people who you don’t get 
along with. it protects you from their negative energy and acts as a conduit to repair bad, draining, 
energetic connections. some people place it underneath their pillow to encourage pleasant dreams 
and deep sleep.

This enchanting crystal grounds and removes negative energy from the aura, and resonates with the 
base chakra. it can help protect your material objects and valuable possessions, such as money, 
vehicles, jewelry, etc. from theft or misuse. smokey Quartz essentially absorbs negative energy 
and gives it to the earth, which eases burdens and anxiety. when put in a fearful position, hold 
this crystal in the palm of your hands, visualize giving it your heavy fears and burdens, and then 
place it on the dirt for transmutation. some people like to pepper a few pieces of this crystal in their 
office or workspace, since it discourages gossip and office drama while creating an ideal place to 
collaborate

hematite stones are known to create a protective environment around the body; a sort of reflective 
shield around the person who wears them. these stones are convenient for meditation, since they 
can block out distractions and other focus disruptors. the created shield reflects negative energies, 
thoughts, and feelings back to their source. and —  you guessed it — this stone is beneficial for 
issues surrounding the root chakra. irrational fears, worries about survival, and feelings of unsafety 
can be eased by this powerful stone.

Jet

Smokey
Quartz

Hematite
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in exploring the world’s most powerful healing crystals, you may have noticed a trend. most of these 
stones are dark in color, and this is no accident! Black stones are considered to more powerful to 
“soak up” or deflect negative energy. in addition, all of these crystals resonate with the root chakra, 
as this energy center holds our link to the earth and our very survival. without a strong anchor to 
mother earth, we’re more susceptible to negative energy.
simply wear these gems on the body, use them during meditation, or keep them in busy areas of the 
home for overall peace and protection.

Hematite
(continued )

Pyrite

CRYSTALS Crystals For Manifestation And Abundance & Wealth

attributes: in nature, it grows in perfect, shiny, gold squares.
known for: Being a symbol of good luck. commonly referred to as “fool’s gold.”
in crystal lore, it really is the abundance stone. this is a great one if you have a business. you can 
place it right on your cash register, or inside it. you can keep a small stone inside your wallet, or 
your purse, too. keeping one in your desk or in your workspace is really great as well because then 
you’re seeing it as you’re working and creating. i call it the “get-it-done crystal.”
this is known as the “high manifester.” use it in conjunction with your stones for money.
Pyrite is a really beautiful crystal for bringing in money, for grounding, for opening up into prosperity 
in many ways, but especially in financial terms. Pyrite is also a heart opening stone. it’s widely used 
as a crystal of luck and fortune. 
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attributes: a yellowish color, but they come in different shades.
known for: it’s the stone for monetary abundance and personal power.
If you do want to talk about crystals to create more money, where that relates on the body is the 
third chakra, which is our solar plexus. it resonates with the color of yellow. first thing you can do 
is put an abundance crystal, or a monetary crystal (you want to interchange those words) when 
you’re meditating on your third chakra. that’s where the seed of how we treat money and think about 
money lives.
most of the citrine that people buy is actually amethyst clusters, which have been heated up to turn 
them orange. a lot of the magic of crystals is color-therapy, and so that bright orange sparkle of 
citrine is so different from say, amethyst.
citrine is similar to pyrite in that they’re both for abundance and manifestation. Pyrite is a lead-based 
mineral, so it’s heavy and it’s like a bull. it helps you bust through blockages. citrine’s more light, 
fizzy, and happy. it’s like, “find your happiness and wealth and abundance will follow.” it also really 
powers up your solar plexus chakra, which is the chakra relating to the way you show up in the 
world. and, it’s great for confidence.

attributes: varying shades of green, ranging from translucent to opaque.
known for: they’re known as money stones in different cultures.
we know that commonly, green jade gets made into jewelry. sometimes people want to wear their 
stones and crystals. if you want to wear something, green jade is a good choice.

Citrine

Green
Jade
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attributes: translucent in nature, though some parts may be denser and appear white.
known for: for working with all chakras and encouraging clarity.
clear quartz is like your favorite pair of jeans that goes well with everything. the reason is because 
it’s a neutral, and we know that your favorite jeans go with everything. look at your clear quartz as 
your favorite jeans, and all of the other crystals as your tops. it’s not only a neutral, but it’s also an 
amplifier. you want to sit clear quartz in the same vicinity as all these money crystals, because you 
want to amplify the vibration.

attributes: a light pink, semi-translucent form of quartz.
known for: it’s often used for compassion and for love.
i always want to refer people to rose quartz, which is a crystal that helps us feel compassion and 
softens the walls of the heart. what i understand now, is that if you have walls around your heart, 
and most of us do because of traumas we’ve experienced, we want to protect ourselves. we end up 
blocking the bad stuff out, but we also block the good stuff out, too.
Bringing in abundance is, to me, about learning self-love, self-empowerment and self-trust. it’s about 
being able to take down those walls so that you can have everything good come in, too.

attributes: a whitish translucent crystal often found in stick sheets.
known for: Being the energy clearing crystal; often used as “wands” to wave and clear energy.
selenite is hands down my #1 go-to crystal. it acts as a cleanser of the environment and also 
amplifies all other crystals. it really allows that space for your true wealth to come flooding in. you 
can use it to clear energies off other crystals, off yourself, out of your home, off everything.

Clear
Quartz

Rose
Quartz

Selenite
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attributes: emeralds have a distinct, green shade; ruby tumbled stones have a more opaque color 
than their crystal versions.
known for: emeralds are known for promoting unconditional love; rubies are known for encouraging 
vitality.
great to be kept in your purse or pocket. there’s something pretty special about opening up your 
wallet and seeing a little emerald and ruby rattling around. it definitely makes you feel abundant. 
again, that gets back to that whole thing of what you feel, you attract.
if you’re laying on the ground, a great thing you can do with emerald and ruby is place the emerald 
right on your heart-center and a ruby right under your spine. it creates a really beautiful show of 
grounding yourself and opening your heart into abundance.

attributes: Bright blue/green stone, most commonly found as small tumbled stones.
known for: Being a powerful heart chakra stone.
i think of amazonite as a stone of truth-telling, best known as the “wizard stone’. amazonite is a 
stone which helps guide you to share from an inspired and lit up place. it helps to really clarify your 
message. the stone is often suggested for speakers, actors, and singers.
for instance, you can tuck a little piece into your clothing, into your bra, or into your pocket if you 
have an important meeting. it really helps you channel that truth-telling flow. People will resonate 
with you if you’re tapped into your truth.

Emerald and 
Ruby

tumbled stones

Amazonite
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Citrine
The Lucky

Merchants Stone

Malachite
Stone of  

Transformation

Most Popular Energy Stones For Good Fortune

chakra: solar Plexus but also activates the crown chakra
citrine is one of the most powerful gemstones for manifesting, particularly in relation to promoting 
success in business. it is said to carry the power of the sun and is one of the stones of abundance.
not only does citrine’s vibration bring wealth and prosperity, but it teaches us to understand how to 
attract it, encourages generosity and helps ensure we spend wisely. as citrine is rare, heat treated 
amethyst is often sold in its place.
so, if you want to attract money and luck to your business, citrine is a great charm to choose. it’s 
also brilliant for just improving your mood!

chakra: heart and throat
malachite is a powerful crystal for attracting luck that comes in beautiful shades of green — but it 
needs to be used wisely.  this is because it amplifies both positive and negative energies.
it is said malachite can protect you from misfortune, which is just as important as good luck, and 
bring success to business. it can also help you achieve fame and fortune by attracting the right 
people to you.
in summary, malachite is a beautiful stone to bring fortune, prosperity and abundance whilst 
encouraging you to take a risk.

CRYSTALS
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chakra: heart
green aventurine is thought to be one of the luckiest crystals. it’s popular with people who like 
gambling due to its winning energy — especially when involved with chance.
coming from the latin avetura, meaning chance, it is useful for attracting wealth and good luck, as 
well as stabilising financial situations. if you want a boost to your finances or good fortune in new 
ventures, green aventurine is a great crystal for you to use.

chakra: heart and throat
amazonite is a lucky hope crystal — it will help your dreams come true!
By dissipating energy blockages which hold us back from achieving our dreams, this crystal is as 
powerful as the river it is named after. amazonite brings luck in games where chance is an element. 
a stone of prosperity also, amazonite can bring good fortune to any financial venture.
as it is also known as a stone of courage, amazonite will help dreams come true by bringing clarity 
and empowering you to achieve them.

chakra: root, sacral. solar, heart, throat, third eye, crown
tourmalinated Quartz is one of the best crystals for boosting your luck and good fortune. it 
combines qualities of Quartz — amplifying vibratory energies and focus — with tourmaline — 
blocking and transmuting negativity into positive — so it brings double the luck.
you can also use tourmalinated Quartz with other crystals on this list to amplify their influence.

Green
Aventurine

Stone of Opportunity

Amazonite
Stone of Hope

Tourmalinated
Quartz

Stone of Power
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chakra: third eye
Labradorite is a beautiful crystal as it brings synchronicity, luck, serendipity and good fortune due to 
its high vibration.
in particular, labradorite is great when you’re feeling ‘stuck’ in life and need to get things flowing 
again. this is because it brings clarity to decisions, whilst dispelling negativity. it also can protect 
from bad decisions that may result in you losing money.
if you love serendipity and want to see more of it, labradorite needs to be your constant companion. 
Put a piece under your pillow to help with remembering your dreams.

chakra: heart
Peridot is a beautiful stone for opening the heart and attracting good luck and abundance. it’s often 
worn in jewellery to promote wealth and power — although it’s less common than some of the other 
crystals on this list.
Peridot is one of two gems (the other being diamond) that isn’t formed in the earth’s crust. instead, 
it is formed in magma from the upper mantle, and brought to the surface by tectonic or volcanic 
activity.
note: the darker the colour the rarer the stone. if you want a dark peridot, be prepared to spend 
more!

chakra: heart
moldavite is an exceptional stone as it was formed over 15 million years ago and has extra-terrestrial 
beginnings. as a result, moldavite has an extremely high vibration that can open and cleanse all 
chakras whilst attracting abundance and good fortune.

Labradorite
Stone for Serendipity

Peridot
Money Stone

Moldavite
Extra-Terrestrial Stone
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aside from its direct capabilities, it works well with other crystals as it is said to amplify their effects. 
it’s also been used since the stone age as a spiritual talisman for good luck, fertility and protection.
if you’re looking for the most remarkable crystal for luck and good fortune, moldavite has to be top of 
the list.

chakra: heart
origin: usa, Japan, south africa, madagascar, india, Brazil
could you use a little more luck in your love life? or does your existing relationship need a boost? if 
so, rose Quartz could be a great choice.
associated with venus, the goddess of love, rose Quartz’s high energetic vibration attracts love to 
us. it’s also closely associated with the heart chakra.

Rose 
Quartz

Moldavite
(continued )

Happy Anchoring & Grounding!
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CLICK HERE FOR LINK

THREE MINUTE

Meditation

https://youtu.be/q6WQFmWqazM
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CLICK HERE FOR LINK

https://youtu.be/lES4VoWvWVI
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ANCHORING AND GROUNDING

Prayer
CLICK HERE FOR LINK

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=poIOLJJiJ78
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CIRCLEBreath

CLICK HERE FOR LINK

https://youtu.be/7vu-uKgtJ5w
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LIGHTHOUSE

Technique
CLICK HERE FOR LINK

https://youtu.be/AWM1d74bLlY
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